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Basics of conflict and marital "fighting" #1

I. Identifying your maladaptive patterns. (As an entire group)
Go around the circle and allow each person to describe what he/she characteristically does when faced 
with a difficult conflict.  Think of actual “fights” where you have lost it and try to be as objective and 
precise as you can about what you did that made things worse.  At your worst, what defenses do you 
use (name-calling; cross-complaining; excessive logic; leaving the room; throwing things; etc.)  At such 
times, what feelings are hard for you to handle in yourself and the other person (anger, criticism, sadness, 
worry)?  

II. Exercise: Practicing Terrence Real’s “Feedback Formula” 
As an entire group, go around the circle and have one person try to use the “Feedback Formula” for each 
of the following situations (alternatively, just use situations from your recent past):

1.  You and your roommate are watching television.  Without saying anything, your roommate 
turns off the television and leaves the room.

2.  You and your boyfriend (girlfriend) go out of town one weekend for a formal dance.  He (she) 
forgot the map.  He starts blaming you for not reminding him about the map.  

3.  Your wife (husband) often leaves dirty clothes and dishes out.  You hate to pick up after her 
(him).

4.  Whenever you and your boyfriend (girlfriend) go out to eat, he always asks you where you 
want to go.  When you make a suggestion, he says, “No,” because he has something else in mind.  He 
gets mad, however, when you tell him to make the decision.  

5.  You and your girlfriend are at the mall talking to your friends.  You say something she doesn’t 
like so she starts yelling at you in front of everyone. 

III. Exercise: Fair and Unfair Fighting 
(As an entire group for the remaining time; about 10+ minutes for each pair)
With the rest of the group watching, several student pairs will have a turn.

Choose one of you to be the “speaker” who will pick an incident that really upset him/her recently 
in an important relationship.  Its up to you whether this problem is with your Marriage 101 partner or not; it 
will be both more loaded and possibly more worthwhile if it is. You will also get more out of this if you pick 
a real incident that upset you. 

The “speaker” will then talk about this problem to “the listener” who is (or will pretend to be) the 
person the speaker is upset with.  If the listener is not the actual person in the real life dispute (e.g. the 
person is a parent), the speaker should clue the listener in on some details of the situation so as to allow 
him or her to get into the role. Listeners should also feel free to wing it and make up their roles as they go 
along.    

The group leader can direct the action at times to intensify it, and should direct the switches to the 
next style of talking.  Other group members can call out suggestions for things to say.  

(1) Begin with both people “fighting dirty”. Really let yourselves go, allowing things to escalate 
however you feel.  Call the other person names, don’t listen to excuses, attack the other person’s  basic 
character, etc.     

Be sure to experience each of the “four danger signs” (see next page):
• Escalation  • Invalidation  • Withdrawal and avoidance  • Negative interpretation

Stop the action, have the group name the various dirty fighting moves that were used, and 
discuss how the two people felt.

(2) Listener switches to “empathic listening mode”.  The speaker continues as before, but allows 
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him/herself to soften or be influenced by the changed style of the listener. 
As the listener, try hard to put yourself in the shoes of the other—somewhat like a competent and 

concerned newspaper reporter—try to identify “hidden issues”, and feed these back to the speaker.  Do 
not give advice.

(3) Start over, with the speaker switching to “fair fighting”—including using a “soft start-up”, at 
least one “Feedback  Formula”, and greater awareness of the listener’s position.  

The listener begins “fighting dirty”, but allows him/herself to soften and be influenced by the 
speaker’s changed style.

Stop the action, have the group name the various beneficial moves that were used, and discuss 
how people felt.

 
Definitions 

“The Feedback Formula”
(1) Ask if the other is willing to listen you.

Then tell the other:
(2) What you saw or heard (as a video camera might).
(3) What you “made up” about it ( how you construed it).  Use the words “made up.”
(4) How you feel about it.  (Your feelings will follow from your construal.)
(5) What you want next; what the other can DO about it.  

“The Four Danger Signs”
Escalation

When partners negatively respond back and forth to each other, continually upping the ante so 
that conditions get worse and worse.  

This includes not just becoming louder or more insulting, but allowing topics to expand, while the 
relationship itself comes increasingly into question.

To make this happen in the exercise: 
Do not respond to what the other is saying, only attack back as a defense.  
Question the relationship.

Invalidation
When one partner puts down or dismisses the thoughts, feelings or character of the other.
Ranges from direct insults and disagreements to more subtle forms of not allowing the other to 

complain, be upset, etc., for instance, telling them they are “over-reacting.”
To make this happen in the exercise: Tell the speaker he or she is wrong, or that “things will get 

better” or “could be worse.” 
    

Withdrawal and avoidance (includes “stonewalling”)
When one partner is unwilling to get into or stay with important discussions.
Can be obvious as in leaving the room, or more subtle as in agreeing too easily without really 

paying attention or feeling a sincere commitment to what was agreed on.
Frequently will provoke the vicious cycle of “pursuer and distancer.”
To make this happen in the exercise: Don’t make eye contact, look away, act uninterested, or 

blow the other off with too-ready agreement.

Negative interpretation
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When one partner consistently believes that the motives of the other are more negative than they 
really are.

What amount to “negative transferences” are commonly evoked by ambiguous often nonverbal 
behaviors, usually in the context of some underlying insecurity or important unworked issue. 

The behavior of the person responding can either confirm or disconfirm the negative 
characterization.  But once things are really hot, a person will have a hard time getting out of it, by simple 
denial or by listing contrary evidence.

To make this happen in the exercise: Use every opportunity to assume the worst about the other: 
their motives, intentions, trustworthiness, commitment, etc.


